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Abstract—Hybrid Analog-Digital transceivers are employed
with the view to reduce the hardware complexity and the energy
consumption in millimeter wave/large antenna array systems by
reducing the number of their Radio Frequency (RF) chains.
However, the analog processing network requires power for its
operation and it further introduces power losses, dependent on
the number of the transceiver antennas and RF chains, that
have to be compensated. Thus, the reduction in the power
consumption is usually much less than it is expected and given
that the hybrid solutions present in general inferior spectral
efficiency than a fully digital one, it is possible for the former
to be less energy efficient than the latter in several cases.
Existing approaches propose hybrid solutions that maximize the
spectral efficiency of the system without providing any insight
on their energy requirements/efficiency. To that end, in this
paper, a novel algorithmic framework is developed based on
which energy efficient hybrid transceiver designs are derived
and their performance is examined with respect to the number
of RF chains and antennas. Solutions are proposed for fully and
partially connected hybrid architectures and for both single- and
multi-carrier systems under the Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation. Simulations and theoretical
results provide insight on the cases where a hybrid transceiver
is the most energy efficient solution or not.

Index Terms—mmWave Communications, hybrid analog and
digital transceivers, MIMO, energy-efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

The congestion in the lower parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum along with the rapidly increasing data rate demands
for mobile services, forces the wireless communications indus-
try to explore systems adapted to frequencies within the so-
called millimeter Wave (mmWave) band [2]–[5]. For example,
mmWave band communications have already been employed
with success in indoor [4], [6] and fixed outdooor (e.g.
point-to-point backhaul links) [7], [8] environments. Recent
advances in the hardware for mmWave transceivers have moti-
vated the employment of the latter for outdoor cellular systems
in order to provide large amounts of available spectrum areas
in 5G systems.
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Unfortunately, the development of transceivers that function
in the mmWave band is a very challenging task. Due to
their nature, mmWave signals suffer from severe propagation
loss, penetration loss and rain fading compared to signals
in lower frequencies [9]. On the contrary, due to the short
wavelength of mmWave frequencies, denser packing of more
antennas in the transceiver ends is possible. Thus, a mmWave
transceiver may employ large array structures for providing
high beamforming gains. Furthermore, the large-scale transmit
and receive arrays enable multiple stream transmission via
the application of pre/post-coding techniques that result in
significant improvements in the system’s spectral efficiency.

While the existing digital pre/post-coding techniques, devel-
oped in the past years for lower frequency MIMO systems, are
independent of the carrier frequency, they cannot be applied
in systems that employ large antenna arrays due to high
demands in hardware complexity and power consumption. A
fully digital transceiver requires a dedicated Radio Frequency
(RF) chain per antenna which includes a number of different
electronic elements (e.g., Digital-to-Analog/Analog-to-Digital
converters) that may require prohibitive hardware complexity
and power consumption as the antenna array size increases.
Thus, a digital only mmWave transceiver seems to be currently
impractical and alternative approaches must be sought.

At first, analog only beamforming approaches [7], [10], [11]
were considered as a solution to the problem. The core of these
techniques is a network of analog phase shifters [12], [13],
driven via a single RF chain, that imposes constant modulus
constraints on the beamformer. The latter is highly desirable
from a hardware complexity/power consumption perspective.
Unfortunately, analog only approaches cannot support multi-
stream communication, and thus, they usually perform poorly
compared to the fully digital approaches. In an alternative
approach, the phase shifters are replaced by analog switches
[14]–[16] which are simpler components. However, this comes
at the cost of loss in array gain which again results in perfor-
mance degradation, especially for highly correlated channels,
like the ones experienced in the mmWave band.

The performance can be significantly improved if a hybrid
Analog/Digital (A/D) transceiver architecture is employed.
This approach is based on a two stage setup that consists of
a low dimensional digital pre-coder applied in the BaseBand
(BB) and an analog beamformer applied in the RF domain
[17]. The RF processing part is usually implemented via
a network of variable phase shifters. This architecture can
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be applied to systems with limited number of RF chains
and achieve performance close to the one of a fully digital
approach under some conditions. Two common variations of
the hybrid techniques are the fully connected one, where
each of the RF chains is connected to all of the available
antennas and the partially connected one, where each RF chain
is connected to only some of them. The concept of hybrid
pre-coding was firstly known as the so-called “antenna soft
selection” for point-to-point MIMO systems [18], [19].

In mmWave bands, hybrid transceivers were first introduced
in [17], [20]. Those approaches aim at hybrid solutions that
maximize the spectral efficiency of the system when a fully
connected architecture is assumed. It is further shown that the
aforementioned problem is closely approximated by minimiz-
ing the Frobenius norm of the difference of the fully digital
solution to the product of the analog-digital counterparts of
the hybrid pre-coder. The RF pre-coder is designed based on
a pre-determined codebook and thus, the resulting problem
can be solved via the recent advances in sparse reconstruction
signal processing literature [21], [22]. The performance of
this approach is in general good when low rank channels are
involved and when the hybrid transceivers have strictly more
RF chains than the transmitting streams. Codebook free hybrid
transceiver designs with improved performance were also
developed in [23], [24]. In [23], the techniques were developed
for both the fully and the partially connected architecture and
for single- and multi-carrier systems that are based on the Or-
thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technique.
Hybrid pre-coders for the partially connected architecture were
also considered in [25]–[27]. Furthermore, in [28]–[30] hybrid
transceivers were developed for the OFDM case and in [31],
[32] for cognitive radio systems.

The above hybrid transceivers are mainly designed such
that the system’s spectral efficiency is maximized. While the
gains in the power consumption from reducing the number
of RF chains is evident, for the hybrid architectures, they
require additional power to operate the phase shifting network.
Moreover, the phase shifting network along with the rest of the
RF hardware (power splitters and combiners) present power
losses that need to be compensated at the power amplifiers
in the transmitter side and by the low noise amplifiers at the
receiver’s side. Moreover, given that the spectral efficiency
of a hybrid architecture is in general inferior than that of
the corresponding fully digital solution, it is possible for
the former to become less energy efficient than the latter
after an increase in the number of its RF chains, that is its
spectral efficiency per consumed Joule will be smaller. Some
preliminary results regarding the study of the energy efficiency
in hybrid architectures has already appeared in literature [23],
[33]–[36]. Nevertheless, a framework that enables the detailed
analysis and the design of a hybrid transceiver with respect to
the energy efficiency performance metric, as it is extensively
done in the literature of fully digital transceivers [37]–[45],
has yet to appear.

In detail, the contributions of the present paper are as
follows. Hybrid A/D transceivers are developed for fully and
partially connected architectures and for single carrier and
OFDM systems that maximize the energy efficiency of the sys-

tem. The proposed approaches derive the pre-coding and post-
coding (combining) matrices by decoupling the transmitter-
receiver optimization problem. Therefore, the precoder is first
developed such that the ratio of the mutual information to
the power consumption is maximized. Then for the derived
pre-coder, a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) post-
coding matrix is derived. The proposed transceiver designs
are codebook free and involve the solution of non-convex
optimization problems. The developed algorithms are based
on the so-called Alternating Direction of Multipliers Method
(ADMM) [46] which is known for its good behaviour in
several non-convex optimization problems [47]. Furthermore,
the energy consumption of the different hybrid approaches
is analyzed in detail and upper bounds on the number of
RF chains beyond which a hybrid architecture is always less
energy efficient than an fully digital one are established for
both the fully and the partially connected architectures. The
performance of the proposed energy efficient transceivers is
evaluated via extensive simulations and compared to the one
of a fully digital energy efficient transceiver in typical channel
conditions. Both the theoretical and the numerical results
provide insight on the impact of the number of RF chains
and the number of antennas on the energy efficiency of the
different hybrid solutions and the conditions under of which
they become less energy efficient than the corresponding fully
digital one.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model and the problem formulation
are described. In Section III, the power consumption of the
different architectures is analyzed. Section IV describes the
fully and the partially connected hybrid transceiver designs
for a single carrier system. In Section V, both the fully
and the partially connected architectures are extended to the
OFDM case. In section VI, the fully digital solution is briefly
described and the upper bounds on the number of RF chains
are derived. Section VII presents the numerical results and
Section VIII concludes the work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let us assume a single user Rx × Tx MIMO system which
is equipped with Nt << Tx RF chains on the transmitter’s
and Nr << Rx ones on the receiver’s side, respectively. The
system aims at transmitting a number of Ns ≤ min{Nt, Nr}
streams between its two ends. To that end, a Tx ×Ns hybrid
pre-coding matrix is applied at the transmitter, given by F =
FRFFBB where FRF is the Tx × Nt analog RF precoder
implemented via a phase shifting network and FBB is the
Nt×Ns digital BB one. In a similar manner, a Rx×Ns hybrid
post-coding matrix is applied at the receiver, given by W =
WRFWBB where WRF is the Rx ×Nr analog post-coding
matrix and WBB is the Nr×Ns digital BB one, respectively.

The analog counterparts of the pre-coder and the post-coder,
matrices FRF and WRF are mapping the signals from the
RF chains to the antennas via the phase shifting network.
Each phase shifter should satisfy unit modulus constraints,
that is |FRF (m,n)| = |WRF (m,n)| = 1, ∀FRF (m,n) 6=
0 & WRF (m,n) 6= 0, where FRF (m,n) and WRF (m,n)
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are the elements at the mth row - nth column of matrices FRF
and WRF , respectively and | · | is the modulus of a complex
number. Moreover, the hybrid transceiver architecture can be
categorized into fully connected and partially connected one,
as shown in Figs. 1-2 for the transmitter side. In the fully con-
nected architecture, the signal from each RF chain is connected
via the phase shifting network to all the available antennas. To
that end, the implementation of a fully connected architecture
requires analog processing networks of TxNt and RxNr phase
shifters at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. On the
other hand, in a partially connected architecture, the signal of
each RF chain is connected to only dTx/Nte and dRx/Nre
antennas at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively, where
d·e function rounds a real number up to the nearest integer.
Due to this type of architecture, matrix FRF presents a block
diagonal structure, depicted as,

FRF =


f1 0 · · · 0
0 f2 0
...

. . . 0
0 0 · · · fNt

 , (1)

where fi is a
⌈
Tx

Nt

⌉
× 1 vector of unit modulus elements.

The matrix WRF follows a similar block diagonal structure
comprised by

⌈
Rx

Nr

⌉
×1 size vectors of unit modulus elements,

denoted by gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nr. Thus, the implementation of a
partially connected architecture requires only a number of Tx
and Rx phase shifters at the transmitter and the receiver analog
processing networks, respectively. Therefore, a partially con-
nected architecture has less hardware complexity and power
consumption compared to a fully connected one, though these
advantages come at the cost of performance loss.

The received signal y at the receiver before and after post-
coding, assuming a narrow-band block fading propagation
channel1 is given by

y = HFx + n (2)

y′ = WHy (3)

where H is the Rx × Tx channel matrix between the two
transceiver ends, x is the Ns × 1 transmitted symbol vec-
tor under the assumption that E{xxH} = σ2

xITx
, E{·} is

the expectation operator, σ2
x is the variance of the symbols

transmitted by the transmitter, ITx is the Tx × Tx identity
matrix, and n is i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise modeled as
CN (0, σ2

nIRx
).

The mmWave channel presents limited spatial diversity due
to the high free space pathloss and high antenna correlation
due to the dense packing of large number of antennas. A
geometrical channel model captures better these characteristics
of the mmWave band. Thus, by assuming a Uniform Linear
Array 2 (ULA) of antennas at the transceiver’s ends and Np
propagation paths between them, the discrete narrow-band

1The wide-band case is presented in Sec. V where the extension of the
proposed techniques to the OFDM systems is considered.

2As it will be evident latter, the proposed techniques are applicable under
any arbitrary array geometry, though we follow the ULA approach for
simplicity and consistency to the existing techniques.
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Fig. 1: A fully connected hybrid A/D transmitter where each
RF chain is connected to all the antennas.
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Fig. 2: A partially connected hybrid A/D transmitter where
each RF chain is connected to a subset of the antennas.

channel is given by [24] [48]

H =

√
TxRx
Np

Np∑
l=1

αlar(φ
r
l )at(φ

t
l)
H , (4)

where αl ∼ CN (0, 1) is the complex gain of the lth path,
φrl and φtl are the azimuth angles of arrival and departure,
respectively, that are uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). Vectors
ar(φ

r
l ) and at(φ

t
l)
H are the normalized receive and transmit

response vectors at the azimuth angle of arrival and departure
φrl and φtl , respectively. Furthermore, the response of an ULA
of T antenna elements is given by

a(φ) =
1√
T

[
1, ejkd sin(φ), . . . , ej(T−1)kd sin(φ)

]
, (5)

where k = 2π
λ , λ is the carrier wavelength and d is the

inter-element spacing. It is assumed that the channel matrix
is known at both the transceiver’s ends. In general, the chan-
nel estimation in hybrid architectures is a challenging task,
since a baseband estimator could access only low-dimensional
projections of the channel. To that end, recent advances in
literature [20] exploit the relative poor scattering nature of
channels in the mmWave band in order to develop efficient
estimation techniques for the parametric channel model in (4)
via using tools from the compressive sensing theory [21]. The
design of efficient channel estimators for hybrid transceivers
is still an open problem and a very active research field in
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the area of communications. After the channel estimation is
done, the receiver returns the required CSI to the transmitter
via efficient feedback techniques [17], [49].

The aim of the present paper is to derive the optimal
pre/post-coding matrices that maximize the energy efficiency
of the hybrid transceiver subject to constraints on the total
transmission power (Pmax) and on the structure of the analog
counterparts, FRF and WRF (i.e. unit modulus entries and
block diagonal structure on the partially connected architec-
tures). A common performance metric related to the energy
efficient design is the ratio of the achieved spectral efficiency
to the consumed power, given for a transceiver by [37], [41]

E(F,W) =
log2 det

(
ILs

+ R−1
n WHHFFHHHW

)
P (F)

(6)

where Rn = σ2
nWHW, det(·) is the determinant of a matrix

and P (F) is the consumed power in that transceiver, analyzed
in Sec. III.

Therefore, the energy efficient design of a transceiver re-
quires the derivation of the optimal pre/post-coding matrices
F and W by solving the following optimization problem

(P1) : max
F,W

E(F,W)

s.t. ‖F‖2F ≤ Pmax & F ∈ ST & W ∈ SR, (7)

where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix, and ST -SR
are the sets that impose structural constraints on the precoder
and postcoder, respectively, related to the hybrid architectures.

Prior presenting the hybrid pre/post-coding solutions, the
power consumption of the electronic elements of each
transceiver type (digital only, fully connected and partially
connected hybrid) is analyzed in detail in the following
section.

III. POWER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT
TRANSCEIVER ARCHITECTURES

From (6), it is evident that the power consumption of the
different architectures is required for evaluating their energy
efficiency. An exact computation of the dissipated power
is a very difficult task and thus, our analysis is based on
approximate power consumption models which are commonly
adopted in relevant literature works [33], [50].

Let us start with the case of a fully digital transceiver. Based
on the analysis given in [50], its power consumption PD(F)
can be approximated by

PD(F) ≈‖F‖2F /η + TxP
T
RF + 2PLO +RxP

R
RF +RxPLNA

=‖F‖2F /η + µD. (8)

where η is the efficiency of the Power Amplifiers (PA), PTRF =
PDAC + Pmix + Pfil and PRRF = PADC + Pmix + Pfil is
the power consumed in a transmitter’s and a receiver’s RF
chain, respectively, PDAC , Pmix, Pfil, PADC and PLNA is the
power consumed by the Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC),
the mixer, filters, the Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) and
the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), respectively.

For the hybrid transceivers, the power consumption on
the electronic components of the RF chains is significantly

reduced due to the in general reduced number of the latter.
However, there is power consumed for the operation of the
phase shifting network and power losses due to the RF equip-
ment that has to be compensated. For the fully connected case,
losses are introduced in the RF domain due to the power split-
ters, the phase shifters and the power combiners (Fig. 1). on the
transmitter side these losses were quantified based on the S-
parameter representation [51] of the RF hardware component
and it was shown to be equal to PHFCLoss = LSTxLPSLCNt,
where LS , LPS and LC are the static power losses due to
the splitters, phase shifters and combiners. In the receiver’s
side, the corresponding power losses are compensated by
introducing Rx(Nr + 1) LNAs, as described in [33]. A partial
connected architecture exhibits less losses in the RF domain
compared to a fully connected one. This is the case since, at
the transmitter’s side, the splitters divide the signal of each
RF chain into only dTx/Nte equal power outputs (Tx for
the fully connected case) and no combiners prior feeding the
signal to the antennas are used (Fig. 2). In a similar manner,
at the receiver’s side, the antenna signals are fed directly to
the Rx phase shifters in a partially connected architecture,
while in a fully connected one, splitters divide that signal
into equal outputs that then are fed to the RxNr network of
phase shifters. Therefore, by following the analysis of [34],
one may show that the power that needs to be compensated in
the transmitter side for the partially connected architecture is
given by PHPCLoss = LSdTx/NteLPS . In a similar way, on the
receiver side the corresponding power losses are compensated
by employing Rx LNAs. Thus, by following the discussion
given in the present paragraph we conclude that the power
consumption of the fully connected PFCH and the partially
connected PPCH architectures, is respectively approximated
by

PFCH(FRF ,FBB) ≈ ‖FRFFBB‖2F /η +NtP
T
RF + 2PLO

+NrP
R
RF + PHFCLoss +Rx(Nr + 1)PLNA

+ (TxNt +RxNr)PPs = ‖FRFFBB‖2F /η + µHFC , (9)

PPCH(FRF ,FBB) ≈ ‖FRFFBB‖2F /η +NtP
T
RF + 2PLO

+NrP
R
RF + PHPCLoss +RxPLNA + (Tx +Rx)PPs

= ‖FRFFBB‖2F /η + µHPC . (10)

The power consumption reduction due to the employment of a
partially connected architecture over a fully connected one can
be seen by comparing (9) to (10). This reduction mainly stems
from the fact that the first one requires only Tx + Rx phase
shifters while the second one requires TxNt+RxNr (Sec. II).
In addition, the partially connected architecture requires less
power splitters and combiners compared to the fully connected
one and thus, in the former, less power losses need to be
compensated, as explained above.

From a first comparison of (8)-(10), one may see that there
is a potential to reduce significantly the power consumption
of a transceiver by resorting to a hybrid solution, at least
when the latter is based on a relative small number of RF
chains. A final point here that we need to discuss is regarding
the computational complexity required for the derivation of
the pre/post-coding matrices and how it affects the power
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consumption. In general, the hybrid structures usually require
high complexity iterative techniques in order to derive the
solutions to the optimization problems via which the required
pre/post-coders are derived. Thus, one may argue that the
power consumed by these iterations could have a significant
impact on the power consumption and further on the energy
efficiency of the system, especially in cases were the fully
digital transceiver is based on rather simple form solutions
that require low computational complexity for their derivation.
Thus, for a more fair comparison, the power consumed for the
computation of the pre/post-coding matrices can be modeled
and added in terms µX , X = {HFC,HPC} as in [42]

µ̃X = µX +
CX
LD

, (11)

were CX is the computational complexity of the corresponding
technique expressed in the number of the required floating
point operations (flops), L is the coherence block length
(number of symbols) and D is the transceiver’s computational
efficiency in flops/W. In Sec. VII, numerical results that are
based on the modified µ̃X are also presented, in order to
provide insight on the impact of the computational complexity
on the power consumption of the proposed techniques.

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENT HYBRID A/D TRANSCEIVERS FOR
SINGLE CARRIER SYSTEMS

In this section, energy efficient hybrid transceiver designs
are developed, based on the fully and the partially connected
architectures. Let us start by using (6) and (9)-(10) to extend
(P1) in the hybrid architectures’ case, that is

(P2) : max
FRF ,FBB ,WRF ,WBB

EX(FRF ,FBB ,WRF ,WBB)

s.t. ‖FRFFBB‖2F ≤ Pmax &

FRF ∈ XT & WRF ∈ XR, (12)

where X = HFC and XT = XR = F for the fully
connected architecture, X = HPC, XT = F ′T and XR = F ′R
for the partially connected one, the set of matrices A
with unit modulus entries A(m,n) is defined as F ={
A ∈ CM×N | |A(m,n)| = 1, 1 ≤ m ≤M, 1 ≤ n ≤ N

}
,

the sets of unit modulus block diag-
onal matrices are defined as F ′T =
{A = diag(fm), 1 ≤ m ≤ Nt |fm(l) ∈ C & |fm(l)| = 1, 1 ≤
l ≤ dTx/Nte} and F ′R = {A = diag(gm), 1 ≤ m ≤ Nr |
gm(l) ∈ C & |gm(l)| = 1, 1 ≤ l ≤ dRx/Nre} for the
transmitter and the receiver side respectively, diag(·) denotes
a diagonal matrix, and EX is given by

EX(FRF ,FBB ,WRF ,WBB) =

R(FRF ,FBB ,WRF ,WBB)

‖FRFFBB‖2F /η + µX
, (13)

where R(FRF ,FBB ,WRF ,WBB) = log2 det
(
ILs + R̃−1

n

WH
BBWH

RFHFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHHWRFWBB

)
and

R̃n = σ2
nWH

BBWH
RFWRFWBB .

Problem (P2) is in general intractable even for the fully
digital transceiver case [52] and the common approach is
to temporally decouple the designs at the transmitter and

the receiver. To that end, the optimal pre-coding matrix
F = FRFFBB is designed by assuming Gaussian signaling
and replacing in (13) the spectral efficiency (numerator) with
the system’s mutual information. Therefore, the corresponding
optimization problem is given by

(P3) :

max
FRF ,FBB

log2 det(ILs
+ σ−2

n HFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHH)

‖FRFFBB‖2F /η + µX

s.t. ‖FRFFBB‖2F ≤ Pmax & FRF ∈ XT . (14)

On the receiver side, a low complexity linear design is
employed via designing the post-coding matrices based on the
Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion, that is

(P4) : min
WRB ,WBB

E
{
‖x−WH

BBWH
RFy‖2F

}
s.t. WRF ∈ XR. (15)

Problems (P3)-(P4) involve non-convex cost functions and
non-convex constraint sets, as well and thus are non-convex
and in general hard to solve. In the following sub-sections,
efficient solutions are derived by employing the so-called
ADMM [47] which has been applied successfully to some
non-convex cases that involve non-convex functions (e.g.
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization) or non-convex sets of
constraints (e.g. Least Squares Regressor Selection, Factor
Model Fitting). From the numerical results presented in the
simulations section (Sec. VII), the proposed ADMM based
solutions achieve satisfactory performance for also the case
of the non-convex optimization problems considered in the
present paper.

A. Pre-coding Matrix Design

In this subsection the solution to problem (P3) is given.
Let us first use the auxiliary variable ξ = ‖FRFFBB‖2F to
reformulate the previous problem as follows

(P5) :

max
FRF ,FBB ,ξ

log2 det(ILs
+ σ−2

n HFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHH)

ξ/η + µX

s.t. ‖FRFFBB‖2F = ξ & FRF ∈ XT &

0 ≤ ξ ≤ Pmax. (16)

By inspecting (P5), one may see that if the value of ξ
is fixed, optimizing the energy efficiency is equivalent to
simply maximizing the mutual information of the system, that
is matrices FRF and FBB can be derived by solving the
following optimization problem

(P6) :

max
FRF ,FBB

log2 det(ILs
+ σ−2

n HFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHH)

s.t. ‖FRFFBB‖2F = ξ & FRF ∈ XT . (17)

The solution to problem (P5) requires also the derivation of
the optimal value of ξ. From (P6), it is evident that the pre-
coding matrices FRF and FBB are dependent on the different
values of ξ. Thus, the derivation of the optimal ξ value is not a
trivial task and we resort to a one-dimensional search method
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for the solution (i.e. golden search [53]) over the interval
[0, Pmax].

We now move to the derivation of the solution to (P6).
Of course, the solution of the latter problem can be found
by employing existing literature approaches, e.g. [17], [25],
though here we aim at developing solutions that achieve
improved spectral efficiency with the view to improve further
the energy efficiency of the transceivers. Thus, (P6) is first
written in the form

(P7) : min
Z,FRF ,FBB

− log2 det(ILs
+ σ−2

n HZZHHH)+

1T {Z}+ 1XT
{FRF }

s.t. Z = FRFFBB (18)

where Z is an auxiliary Tx × Nt matrix variable, the set T
for a matrix A is defined as

T =
{
A ∈ CTx×Nt | ‖A‖2F = ξ

}
and the indicator function 1C {A} of an arbitrary set C is
defined as

1C{A} =

{
0, A ∈ C
∞, A /∈ C

. (19)

Problem (P7) formulates the hybrid pre-coding matrix design,
as a matrix factorization problem. That is, the overall precoder
Z is sought that maximizes the mutual information of the
transceiver subject to the power constraints of set T and such
that it admits a decomposition into two factors, a Tx×Nt unit
modulus matrix FRF and a Nt×Ns matrix FBB of complex
entries.

In the following we are going to develop an iterative
procedure for the solution to (P7) based on ADMM. This
method, is a variant of standard augmented Lagrangian method
that uses partial updates (similar to the Gauss-Seidel method
for the solution of linear equations) for solving constrained
optimization problems. The main characteristic of such meth-
ods is that they replace a constrained minimization problem
by a series of unconstrained problems and add a penalty
term to the objective function. This penalty parameter im-
proves the robustness compared to other optimization methods
for constrained problems (e.g. dual ascent method) and in
particular achieves convergence without the need of specific
assumptions for the objective function, i.e. strict convexity and
finiteness. The interested reader may refer to [47] for further
information. Let us move now to the derivation of the method.
The augmented Lagrangian function of (P7) is given by

LT (Z,FRF ,FBB ,Λ) = − log2 det(ILs + σ−2
n HZZHHH)

+ 1T {Z}+ 1XT
{FRF }+ 〈Λ,Z− FRFFBB〉

+
α

2
‖Z− FRFFBB‖2F , (20)

where 〈A,B〉 =
∑
m,n A(m,n)B(m,n), for two matrices A

and B, Λ is the Tx × Nt Lagrange Multiplier matrix and α
is a scalar penalty parameter.

According to the ADMM approach [47], the solution to
(P7) is derived by the following steps

(P7A) : Zn = arg min
Z
LT (Z,FRF (n−1),FBB(n−1),Λn−1)

(21)
(P7B) : FRF (n) = arg min

FRF

LT (Zn,FRF ,FBB(n−1),Λn−1)

(22)
(P7C) : FBB(n) = arg min

FBB

LT (Zn,FRF (n),FBB ,Λn−1)

(23)

Λn = Λn−1 + α
(
Zn − FRF (n)FBB(n)

)
. (24)

where n denotes the iteration index.

Let us now move to the derivation of the solutions to each
one of problems (P7A)-(P7C). As it is also shown in the
following, problems (P7A) and (P7C) are independent of the
pre-coder structure and thus, their solutions are identical for
both the fully and the partially connected architectures. Let us
now start with (P7A) which can be written in the following
form by keeping only the terms that are functions of the
optimizing variable Z

Zn = arg min
Z
LZT (Z,FRF (n−1),FBB(n−1),Λn−1) =

arg min
Z
− log2 det(ILs

+ σ−2
n HZZHHH) + 1T {Z}+

〈Λn−1,Z− FRF (n−1)FBB(n−1)〉

+
α

2
‖Z− FRF (n−1)FBB(n−1)‖2F . (25)

For the latter problem, it is straightforward to see that we
can set parameter α such that it is always strongly convex
with respect to the optimizing variable Z. The solution to this
problem does not admit a closed form due to the involved
cost function and thus, a projected gradient descent based
approach [46] will be developed in the following. The method
of projected gradient descent has been used extensively in
the past in order to solve constrained optimization problems.
It involves a gradient descent update step followed by a
projection onto the desired set of constraints. Thus, we first
start with the computation of the gradient with respect to Z,
given by

∇ZLZT (Z,FRF (n−1),FBB(n−1),Λn−1) =

− 2σ−2
n

ln(2)
HH

(
ILs

+ σ−2
n HZZHHH

)−1
HZ+

Λn−1 + α
(
Z− FRF (n−1)FBB(n−1)

)
. (26)

Then, Zn is given by updating at each step the solution Zi,n
based on the previous one Zi−1,n, that is

Zi,n = ΠT {Zi−1,n−
µ∇ZLZT (Zi−1,n,FRF (n−1),FBB(n−1),Λn−1)

}
,

(27)

where µ is a step size parameter and ΠT is the projection onto
the set T operator, derived as the solution to the following
optimization problem

(P8) : min
AT
‖AT −A‖2F

s.t. AT ∈ T , (28)
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where A is an arbitrary matrix and AT is its projection onto
the set F . By following the Lagrange multipliers method [46],
it can be shown that the required projection operator admits
the following closed form

ΠT {A} =
√
ξ

A

‖A‖F
. (29)

The iterations of (27) are running until the following termi-
nation criterion is met

‖Zi,n − Zi−1,n‖2F < εgd, (30)

where εgd is a pre-defined tolerance.
We now proceed with the derivation of the solution to (P7B)

which can be written in the following simplified form by
keeping only the functions of FRF ,

FRF (n) = arg min
FRF

1XT
{FRF }+

〈Λn−1,Zn − FRFFBB(n−1)〉+
α

2
‖Zn − FRFFBB(n−1)‖2F .

(31)

The solution to this problem for the fully connected architec-
ture does not admit a closed form and thus, it is approximated
by solving the unconstrained problem and then projecting onto
the set F , that is

F̃RF (n) =
1

α
(Λn−1 + αZn) FHBB(n)

(
FBB(n)F

H
BB(n)

)−1

,

FRF (n) =ΠF

{
F̃RF (n)

}
(32)

where ΠF is the projection onto the set F operator. The latter
projection operator can be derived by solving the following
optimization problem [46]

(P ′8) : min
AF
‖AF −A‖2F

s.t. AF ∈ F , (33)

where A is an arbitrary matrix and AF is its projection onto
the set F . The solution to (P ′8) is given by the phase of the
complex elements of A. Thus, for AF = ΠF{A} we have

AF (m,n) =

{
0, A(m,n) = 0
A(m,n)
|A(m,n)| , A(m,n) 6= 0

, (34)

where AF (m,n) and A(m,n) are the elements at the mth
row - nth column of matrices AF and A respectively and
| · | is the modulus of a complex number. While, this is an
inexact solution, it turns out that it behaves remarkably well,
as it is verified in the simulations section (Sec.VII). This is
due to the interesting property of ADMM according to which,
under certain conditions, it is observed to converge even in
cases where the alternating minimization steps are not carried
out exactly [47]. There are theoretical results that support this
statement [54], [55], though an exact analysis for the case
considered here is beyond the scopes of the present paper.

We may now derive the solution of (P7B) for the partially
connected architecture. To that end, (31) is written in the
following compact form

FRF (n) = arg max
FRF

1F ′
T
{FRF }+

α

2
‖Zn + α−1Λn−1 − FRFFBB(n−1)‖2F , (35)

By exploiting the block diagonal structure of FRF , (35) can
be further re-written as

FRF (n)(m, l) = arg min
φm

α

2
‖Zn(m, :) + α−1Λn−1(m, :)−

ejφmFBB(n−1)(l, :)‖2F , (36)

where 1 ≤ m ≤ Nt, l =
⌈
mNt

Tx

⌉
and A(m, :) is the mth row

of a matrix A. Eq. (36) is actually a vector approximation
under phase rotation problem [23] where its solution is given
by

FRF (n)(m, l) =ΠF
{[

Zn(m, :) + α−1Λn−1(m, :)
]
×

FBB(n−1)(l, :)
H
}
, (37)

where the projection operator ΠF is defined in (34).
Let us now move to the solution of (P7C) which can be

written as

FBB(n) = arg min
FBB

〈Λn−1,Zn − FRF (n)FBB〉+
α

2
‖Zn − FRF (n)FBB‖2F . (38)

By equating the gradient of (38) to zero, one may show that
the solution of that problem admits the following closed form

FBB(n) =
1

α

(
FHRF (n)FRF (n)

)−1

FHRF (n)(Λn−1 + αZn).

(39)
According to the termination criteria and the convergence

of the ADMM sequence discussed later in this section, the
primal feasibility condition of (P7) is satisfied in the sense
that

∥∥Zn − FRF (n)FBB(n)

∥∥
F
→ 0. Thus, it is possible for

the ADMM solution to violate the power constraint of the
original problem (P3). This can be resolved by projecting the
digital pre-coder solution of the ADMM sequence onto the set
T ′ defined as,

T ′ =
{
A ∈ CTs×Nt | ‖FRF (∗)A‖2F = ξ

}
where FRF (∗) is the solution for the analog pre-coder provided
by the ADMM sequence and A is again, an arbitrary matrix.
The projection onto the set T ′ operator is approximated by

ΠT ′{A} =
√
ξ

A

‖FRFA‖F
. (40)

Let us now comment on the convergence of the proposed
ADMM alternating minimization sequence. In the literature
so far, strong convergence results for the ADMM have been
derived for convex problems that involve only two blocks
of variables. Moreover, strong convergence results for non-
convex problems when the ADMM sequence is applied are in
general unknown and also an open research problem. Problem
(P7) involves three blocks of variables and on top of that, it is
non-convex. In general, obtaining strong convergence results is
an intractable task. Under mild conditions and following some
recent results [32], [56], it can be shown that the convergence
of the proposed technique can be guaranteed given that the
Lagrange Multiplier sequence is bounded and parameter α
is set to a large value such that the Augmented Lagrangian
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Function (20) is strongly convex with respect the optimizing
variables in problems (P7A)-(P7C). The convergence analysis
of the proposed technique is beyond the scopes of the present
paper.

Let us now discuss the implementation aspects of the
proposed approach. The core of the proposed solution is
the four ADMM alternating minimization problems (P7A)-
(P7C). The matrices Zn, FRF (n) and FBB(n) are initialized
with random values. The Lagrange multiplier matrix Λn is
initialized with zeros. For the termination criteria of this
alternating minimization procedure we propose the ones given
by

‖Zn − Zn−1‖F ≤ ε
z &

∥∥Zn − FRF (n)FBB(n)

∥∥
F
≤ εp

(41)

where εz and εp are the corresponding tolerances. The first
termination criterion guarantees the convergence of variable
Zn and further the convergence of (P7A) to its optimal value.
The second one guarantees that the primal feasibility condition
of (P7) is satisfied. Due to the non-convex nature of the
latter problem, it is also useful to add a termination criterion
that permits the maximum number of the ADMM sequence’s
iterations which here is defined as Nmax.

Another point to be discussed is the implementation aspects
of the solution to (P7A), given by the iterative projected
gradient technique of (27). The required complexity can be
greatly reduced by smooth starting the gradient descent part
of the ADMM’s nth iteration by setting Z0,n−1 = Zn−1.
Furthermore, the tolerance parameter εgd can be set to a
larger value at the beginning of the ADMM sequence and
decrease its value as the latter converges for better accuracy
[47] [54]. A good rule of thumb is to decrease εgd by a power
of 10 every time the quantities in (41) reach its value. Of
course, the tolerance may be set to a fixed value if a more
coherent implementation is desired. The complete procedure
is presented in Algorithm 1.

We close this section with the derivation of the computa-
tional complexity of the proposed approach. From Algorithm
1, there are two loops and thus, the complexity is dependent
on the number of iterations of these loops. For simplicity,
we will assume that the inner loop associated to problem
(P7A) is invoked mX times and the outer one ltX times,
where X = HFC and X = HPC, for the fully and the
partially connected architectures, respectively. By inspecting
(24), (27), (32), (37) and (39), one may see that the updates of
the involved variables are done via standard matrix operations.
The flops required for the latter operations can be found in
[57]. Based on the previous and assuming for simplicity that
Ns = Nr = Nt, one may calculate the complexity for the
fully and the partially connected cases, given by,

CtHFC = (mHFC/3)[R3
x + 3NsTx(11 + Tx) + 15NsTx+

6RxTx(Ns + Tx) +R2
x(3 + 6Ns + 9Tx)]+

ltHFC [(11N3
s )/3 + 3RxTx +N2

s (1 + 11Tx)] (42)

CtHPC = (1/3){ltHPCN2
s (21 +Ns) + 6RxTx(Ns + Tx)

+mHPC [R3
x + 3NsTx(11 + Tx) +R2

x(3 + 6Ns + 9Tx)]}
+ 3ltHPC(Ns(11 + 9Ns) + 3Rx)Tx. (43)

Algorithm 1 Hybrid Pre-coding Matrix Design
1: Initialize ξ with a value in [0, Pmax]
2: while The termination criterion of the one-dimensional search is not

satisfied do
3: Initialize Z0, FRF (0), FBB(0) with random values and Λ0 with zeros
4: while The termination criteria of (41) are not met or n ≤ Nmax do
5: Z0,n ← Zn−1

6: while ‖Zi,n − Zi−1,n‖2F ≤ ε
gd do

7: Update Zi,n from (27)
8: end while
9: Zn ← Zi,n

10: Update FRF (n) from (32) or (37) (fully or partially connected),
FBB(n) from (39) and Λn from (24)

11: end while
12: Update the value of ξ
13: end while
Return: FRF (n), ΠT ′

{
FBB(n)

}

B. Post-Coding Matrix Design

Let us now move to the post-coding matrix derivation
via solving problem (P4). In the absence of the phase only
constraints on the receiver, one may find the corresponding
optimal digital only post-coder by solving again the uncon-
strained version of problem (P4) given that the hybrid pre-
coding solutions of Algorithm 1 are applied at the transmitter’s
side. Thus, by denoting with WD the optimal digital only
MMSE post-coder, it can be shown from (2)-(3) and (15) that
is given by

WH
D =E{yyH}−1E{xyH}H

=
(
HFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHH + σ2

nIRs

)−1
HFRFFBB .

(44)

The authors in [17] used the methodology in [58] for finding
linear MMSE estimators with complex structural constraints
and showed that the optimal hybrid MMSE solution can be
found as the weighted projection of the unconstrained optimal
digital only MMSE onto the set of post-coders that admit the
form WRFWBB with WRF ∈ XR. That is, the non-convex
problem (P4), can be cast on the following equivalent form

(P9) : min
WRB ,WBB

∥∥∥E{yyH
}1/2

(WD −WRFWBB)
∥∥∥2

F

s.t. WRF ∈ XR. (45)

The proposed solution can be derived by developing again an
ADMM based solution. To that end, (P9) is expressed in the
following form

(P10) : min
G,WRF ,WBB

∥∥∥E{yyH
}1/2

(WD −G)
∥∥∥2

F

+ 1XR
{WRF }

s.t. G = WRFWBB , (46)

where G is an auxiliary Rs × Nr matrix variable and the
indicator function of set XR is defined in (19).

The augmented Lagrangian function of (P8) is given by

LR(G,WRF ,WBB ,Π) =
∥∥∥E{yyH

}1/2
(WD −G)

∥∥∥2

F
+

1XR
{WRF }+ 〈Π,G−WRFWBB〉

+
β

2
‖G−WRFWBB‖2F , (47)
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where Π is the Rx×Nr Lagrange Multiplier matrix and β is
a scalar penalty parameter.

Following again the ADMM methodology, the solution to
(P10) is given by the following alternating minimization steps,

(P10A) :

Gn = arg min
G
LR(G,WRF (n−1),WBB(n−1),Πn−1) (48)

(P10B) :

WRF (n) = arg min
WRF

LR(Gn,WRF ,WBB(n−1),Πn−1)

(49)
(P10C) :

WBB(n) = arg min
WBB

LR(Gn,WRF (n),WBB ,Πn−1) (50)

Πn = Πn−1 + β
(
Gn −WRF (n)WBB(n)

)
. (51)

where n is again the iteration index. Note that in a similar
manner to the pre-coding matrix design, problems (P10A),
(P10C) and (P10D) are independent of the analog post-coder
structure and thus, the solutions are the same for both the fully
and the partially connected architectures.

Problem (P10A) can be directly solved by equating the
gradient of the augmented Lagrangian (47) with respect to
G to zero. Therefore, we have

Gn =
(
E
{
yyH

}
+ βIRs

)−1×(
E
{
yyH

}
WD −Πn−1 + βWRF (n−1)WBB(n−1)

)
(52)

Problem (P10B) is equivalent to (P7B) which derives the op-
timal analog pre-coder matrix FRF (n). Thus, it is straightfor-
ward to see that for the fully connected architecture WRF (n)

is given by,

W̃RF (n) = (Πn−1 + βGn) WH
BB(n)

(
WBB(n)W

H
BB(n)

)−1

WRF (n) = ΠF

{
1

β
W̃RF (n)

}
(53)

and the for the partially connected one is given by,

WRF (n)(m, l) = ΠF
{[

Gn(m, :) + β−1Πn−1(m, :)
]
×

WBB(n−1)(l, :)
H
}
, (54)

where 1 ≤ m ≤ Nr, l =
⌈
mNr

Rx

⌉
and the projection operator

ΠF is defined in (34).
In a similar way, the solution of (P10C) is equivalent to the

one of (P10C) via which matrix FBB(n) is updated. Therefore,
it can be shown that

WBB(n) =
1

β

(
WH

RF (n)WRF (n)

)−1

WH
RF (n)(Πn−1+βGn).

(55)
The proposed termination criteria follow from the ones of
problems (P10A)-(P10C) under the same arguments. To that
end, the following conditions have to be met

‖Gn −Gn−1‖F ≤ ε
g &

∥∥Wn −WRF (n)WBB(n)

∥∥
F
≤ εp2,

(56)

where εg and εp2 are the corresponding pre-defined tolerances.
Regarding the convergence of the ADMM sequence, similar

Algorithm 2 Hybrid Post-coding Matrix Design
1: Initialize G0, WRF (0), WBB(0) with random values and Π0 with

zeros
2: while The termination criteria of (56) are not met or n ≤ Nmax do
3: Update Gn from (52), WRF (n) from (53) or (54) (fully or partially

connected), WBB(n) from (55) and Πn from (51)
4: end while

Return: WRF (n), WBB(n)

comments to the ones related to (P10A)-(P10C) are holding
(Sec. IV.A). The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Under the assumption that Algorithm 2 runs for lrHFC
and lrHPC iterations for the fully connected and the partially
connected architectures, respectively and similar to the case
of Algorithm 1 one may derive its computational complexity,
given for the two architectures by,

CrHFC = [1 + (11nrHFC)/3]N3
s + (2R3

x)/3 +R2
x(2 + 3Tx)

+RxTx(1 + 2Tx) +N2
s (1 + nrHPC + 11nrHPCRx + 4Tx)+

Ns{Rx[19nrHPC + 2(1 + nrHPC)Rx] + Tx + 2RxTx + T 2
x}
(57)

CrHPC = (3 + nrHPC)N3
s /3 + (2R3

x)/3 +RxTx(1 + 2Tx)

+R2
x(2 + 3Tx) +N2

s (1 + 14nrHPCRx + 4Tx)+

Ns[2Rx(6nrHPC +Rx) + Tx + 2RxTx + T 2
x ]. (58)

It is now straightforward to see that the total complexity of
the proposed method CX which is required for the calculation
of the corresponding consumed power in (11) is the sum
of the flops for the precoding and the post-coding matrices
calculation, that is CX = CtX + CrX , X = {HFC,HPC}.

V. ENERGY EFFICIENT HYBRID A/D TRANSCEIVERS FOR
OFDM SYSTEMS

OFDM is the most popular way to enable multi-carrier
transmission through frequency selective wireless channels.
Therefore, in this section, hybrid transceiver designs are de-
veloped for OFDM systems for both the fully and partially
connected architectures.

Let us assume a typical OFDM system of K sub-carriers.
A fully digital transmitter involves the application of a digital
pre-coder in each sub-carrier, followed by an Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT) for the combination of the signals
prior transmission. In the fully digital receiver’s side, a FFT
is applied on the received signals followed by the digital
post-coder. As it is evident from the previous description, the
IFFT/FFT operations are applied on the base band domain.
Thus, a hybrid transceiver could apply the analog pre/post-
coding counterparts after the IFFT and before the FFT in
the transmitter’s and the receiver’s side, respectively. To that
end, a direct extension of the hybrid single carrier transceivers
could require a dedicated RF hardware per sub-carrier which
exhibits prohibitive complexity. Therefore, current literature
approaches [28], [29] assume hybrid transceivers that have
dedicated BB processing per sub-carrier and a single RF
processing network shared among all the sub-carriers. Thus,
the design of the analog counterpart of the pre/post-coders
requires the joint optimization over all the sub-carriers.
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Following the above analysis, the input-output relationship
for the kth sub-carrier is given by,

yk = HkFkxk + nk (59)

y′k = WH
k yk, (60)

where for the kth sub-carrier, 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, Hk is
the Rx × Tx frequency domain channel matrix between the
two transceiver ends, xk is the Ns × 1 transmitted symbol
vector under the assumption that E{xkxHk } = σ2

xITx
, nk

is i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise modelled as CN (0, σ2
nIRx

),
Fk = FRFFBB(k) and Wk = WRFWBB(k), with FBB(k)-
WBB(k) and FRF -WRF denote the digital counterparts and
the joint analog counterparts of the pre/post-coding matrices,
respectively.

The frequency domain channel matrix of the kth sub-carrier,
Hk is given by [30], [59]

Hk =

√
TxRx
Np

Nc−1∑
i=0

Np∑
l=1

αilar(φ
r
il)at(φ

t
il)
He−j2πi(k/K),

(61)

where Nc is the number of taps that correspond to the
scattering clusters, αil ∼ CN (0, 1) is the complex gain of
the lth path of the ith cluster, φril and φtil are the azimuth
angles of arrival and departure, respectively, that are uniformly
distributed in [0, 2π) and vectors ar(φ

r
il) and at(φ

t
il)
H are

defined as in (5). The energy efficiency for an OFDM system
is given by

EOFDMX (FRF , F̄BB ,WRF ,W̄BB) =

ROFDM (FRF , F̄BB ,WRF ,W̄BB)∑K−1
k=0 ‖FRFFBB(k)‖2F /η + µX

, (62)

where, ROFDM (FRF , F̄BB ,WRF ,W̄BB) = 1
K

∑K−1
k=0 log2

det
(
ILs + R−1

nkWH
BB(k)W

H
RFHkFRFFBB(k)F

H
BB(k)F

H
RF

HH
k WRFWBB(k)

)
, F̄BB =

[
FBB(0), . . . ,FBB(K−1)

]
,

W̄BB =
[
WBB(0), . . . ,WBB(K−1)

]
, R̃nk =

σ2
nWH

BB(k)W
H
RFWRFWBB(k) and X = {HFC,HPC}

for the fully and the partially connected architectures,
respectively.

We are again interested in deriving the optimal pre/post-
coding matrices such that the system’s energy efficiency is
maximized. Following the analysis of Sec. IV, the designs at
the transmitter and the receiver are again temporally decou-
pled, and thus the pre/post-coding matrices are derived as the
solutions to

(P14) : max
FRF ,F̄BB

IOFDM (FRF ,FBB)∑K−1
k=0 ‖FRFFBB(k)‖2F /η + µX

s.t.

K−1∑
k=0

‖FRFFBB(k)‖2F ≤ Pmax & FRF ∈ XT ,

(63)

(P15) : min
WRB ,W̄BB

K−1∑
k=0

E
{
‖xk −WH

BB(k)W
H
RFyk‖2F

}
s.t. WRF ∈ XR, (64)

respectively, where IOFDM (FRF ,FBB) = 1
K

∑K−1
k=0 log2

det(ILs +σ−2
n HkFRFFBB(k)F

H
BB(k)F

H
RFHH

k ). It is straight-
forward to see that problems (P14)-(P15) can be cast to the
form of (P5) and (P9), respectively, similar to the single car-
rier case. Thus, their solutions can be derived via an alternating
minimization procedure (for the precoder case the line search
method for the ξ variable is also required), similar to the
ones of (P7A)-(P7C) and (P10A)-(P10C), respectively. It is
noteworthy that when the problems (P7A), (P7C), (P10A),
(P10C) are cast in the OFDM case, they can be decoupled in
K independent ones, one per sub-carrier. Thus, the solution
to each one of them is given again by (26)-(27), (39), (24),
(52), (55) and (51), respectively.

It remains to derive matrices FRF (n) and WRF (n). Follow-
ing the analysis for the single carrier case, it can be shown for
the fully and partially connected architectures, the pre-/post-
coding matrices are given by (65)-(68) which can be found at
the top of the next page. Algorithms 1 and 2 can be employed
to provide the pre/post-coding solutions for the OFDM case,
as well, after applying on them the modifications discussed in
the present section. The complexity for the OFDM case can
be deduced directly from the results for the single carrier case
and thus, it is omitted to avoid repetition.

VI. FULLY DIGITAL SOLUTION AND BOUNDS ON THE
NUMBER OF RF CHAINS

In this section, we derive the fully digital transceiver which
will serve as a benchmark for the evaluation of the proposed
hybrid solutions. Furthermore, bounds on the maximum num-
ber of RF chains above which the hybrid solutions are always
less energy efficient than the fully digital ones are derived.

We start with the fully digital transceiver for the single
carrier case. Note that the results are directly extendible in
the OFDM case, as well. By using (6), (7) and (8), (P1) can
be written as

(P18) : max
F,W,ξ

log2 det
(
ILs

+ R−1
n WHHFFHHHW

)
ξ/η + µD

s.t. ‖F‖2F = ξ & 0 ≤ ξ ≤ Pmax, (69)

which can be solved via combing a one-dimensional
search method for the auxiliary variable ξ with the so-
lution to maxF,W log2 det

(
ILs + R−1

n WHHFFHHHW
)
,

s.t. ‖F‖2F = ξ. The latter problem is well documented [60]
and it is solved by setting F =

√
PV and W = U, where

H = UΣVH is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of
H and the diagonal matrix

√
P is derived via the so-called

“water-filling algorithm”.
By comparing (P18) with (P5) and (P10), it holds that

for a given value of ξ, the spectral efficiency of the fully
or the partially connected hybrid transceiver is always upper
bounded by the one of the fully-digital one. Thus, at this
limiting point, the energy efficiency of the hybrid architectures
is greater than the one of the fully-digital one as long as
PHFC(FRF ,FBB) < PD(F) and PHPC(FRF ,FBB) <
PD(F), respectively. Thus, from (8)-(10), it can be deduced
that for a fixed ξ value, there is a point above which an increase
on the number of RF chains will result in a hybrid transceiver
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FRF (n) = ΠF

 1

α

[
K−1∑
k=0

(
Λk,n−1F

H
BB(k,n−1) + αZk,n−1F

H
BB(k,n−1)

)](K−1∑
k=0

FBB(k,n−1)F
H
BB(k,n−1)

)−1
 , (65)

WRF (n) = ΠF

 1

β

[
K−1∑
k=0

(
Πk,n−1W

H
BB(k,n) + βGk,nWH

BB(k,n)

)](K−1∑
k=0

WBB(k,n−1)W
H
BB(k,n−1)

)−1
 , (66)

FRF (n)(m, l) = ΠF

{
K−1∑
k=0

[
Zk,n(m, :) + α−1Λk,n−1(m, :)

]
FBB(k,n−1)(l, :)

H

}
, 1 ≤ m ≤ Nt & l = dmNt/Txe, (67)

WRF (n)(m, l) = ΠF

{
K−1∑
k=0

[
Gn(m, :) + β−1Πn−1(m, :)

]
WBB(n−1)(l, :)

H

}
, 1 ≤ m ≤ Nr & l = dmNr/Rxe. (68)

that is always less energy efficient than a fully-digital one.
Thus, even in the ideal scenario where the hybrid solutions
achieve the same spectral efficiency with the fully digital one,
the hybrid solutions are not always the most efficient solution
from an energy consumption perspective. One may compute
those upper bounds on the number of RF chains by equating
PD(F) to PHFC(FRF ,FBB) and PHPC(FRF ,FBB), respec-
tively. In order to produce insightful results, let us assume
that Nt = Nr, Tx = Rx = Na and PDAC = PADC (and as
a consequence PTRF = PRRF = PRF ) . Then, the discussed
upper bounds on the RF chains for the fully (NFC

RF ) and the
partially (NPC

RF ) connected architectures are given respectively
by,

NFC
RF =

⌊
2NaPRF

2PRF + LSLPSLCNa +NaPLNA + 2NaPPS

⌋
,

(70)

NPC
RF =

⌊
PRFNa − PPSNa + rp

2PRF

⌋
, (71)

where b·c denotes the function that rounds a
real number down to the closest integer and
rp =

√
Na [(PRF − PPS)2Na − 2LSLPSPRF ].

VII. SIMULATIONS

In this section, numerical results are presented to evaluate
the energy efficiency of the proposed hybrid transceivers and
compared to the one of the fully digital transceiver (Sec.
VI) and to the one of existing approaches [17], [25] and
[30] for the single carrier and the OFDM case, respectively.
For a fair comparison, we used the framework developed in
the present paper to derive the corresponding energy-efficient
pre/post-coding matrices along with the optimal transmission
power. That is, the solution is given by combination of the
line search method to derive the optimal value of ξ with the
corresponding existing approaches [17], [25], [30] that solve
problems (P6) and (P9) via which the optimal pre/post-coding
matrices are derived. An environment of Nc = 5 clusters
contributing Np = 10 propagation paths each one of them,
is assumed and the element spacing on the ULA of each
node is set to d = λ

2 . The results of all the simulations
are averaged over 10000 channel realizations. Moreover, The
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Fig. 3: Energy Efficiency of the different approaches vs Power
Consumption for Tx = Rx = 60 and Nt = Nr = Ns = 4.

power consumption of the different electronic components
is set to Pmix = 19mW, PADC = PDAC = 200mW,
PLPF = 14mW, PPS = 30mW and PLO = 5mW. For
more information, the interested reader may check [33] and
references therein. Moreover, parameters LS , LPS and LC are
computed as in [34]. Regarding parameters η, L and D values
that are commonly adopted in typical communication systems
are η ≈ 0.39, L = 2000 symbols and D = 5 Gflops/W,
respectively [42]. Let us now refer to the parameter tuning of
the proposed Algorithms. These values are the same for all the
experiments in this paper. For Algorithm 1, the parameters are
set as µ = 10−3, α = 10 for the fully connected architecture
and α = 100 for the partially connected one, εz = 10−3,
εp = 10−4 and εgd = 10−2 (initial value which is updated
based on the convergence of the ADMM sequence as described
in Section IV.A). For Algorithm 2, the parameters are set as
β = 1, for the fully connected architecture and β = 10, for the
partially connected one, εg = 10−3 and εp2 = 10−4. Finally,
for both algorithms Nmax = 500.

In Fig. 3, the energy efficiency of the different approaches
with respect the transmission power is examined for a 60×60
MIMO system with Ns = Nt = 4 RF chains and Ns = 4.
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Fig. 4: Spectral Efficiency of the different approaches vs Power
Consumption

The energy efficiency is calculated for the case where the
consumed power is based on the hardware only consumption
given by (8)-(10) and also for the case where the power
consumed for the calculation for the pre/post-coding matrices
is considered in (8)-(10), through the modified parameter µ̃X
in (11), as described in Sec. III. For the latter case, the depicted
curves have the term “with CC (Computational Consumption)”
in the corresponding label for distinction. The power con-
sumption due to the computational complexity was derived
for the proposed approach by using (42) and (57) for the
fully connected and (43) and (58) for the partially connected
architectures, respectively in (11). A similar approach was
followed in order to compute the power consumed due to the
computational complexity in all of the literature approaches
that are compared to the proposed ones, based on the methods
provided in the corresponding papers.

As it can be seen from a first look on the results, the
power consumed due to the computational complexity of the
algorithms has almost no impact on the energy efficiency of
all the examined methods. This is the case, since for the
typical communication scenarios examined here, the power
consumed for this part remains some orders of magnitude
below the one consumed on the architecture’s hardware even
for the case of the proposed approaches, which exhibit relative
high complexity compared to the rest examined ones. Let us
compare now the different approaches. As it is depicted, the
proposed solutions are more energy efficient than the existing
literature ones for both the fully and the partial connected
architectures. This is due to the fact that the approach in
[17] is codebook based, and thus, the solution set of the
RF pre-coder is restricted, while [25] is based on a diagonal
baseband pre-coder that only allocates power to the transmitted
streams and hence, it is not able to exploit the full capabilities
of a digital pre-coder. As the power consumption increases,
the energy efficiency of all the techniques decreases, since
the gains on the spectral efficiency are becoming smaller
compared to the power costs. Furthermore, it is observed

that for low power values, the proposed solution for the
partially connected architecture is significantly more energy
efficient than the fully connected one. As the power increases
above that value, the performance of the partially connected
architecture deteriorates significantly compared to the one of
the fully connected approach and at some point, it becomes
even worse than the fully digital one. Similar degradation
on the performance is observed also for the approach in
[25]. This is because the partially connected architectures
achieve in general worse spectral efficiency than the fully-
digital ones and thus, the power costs have greater impact
on their energy efficiency. The same arguments explain also
the relevant bad performance of the approach in [17] which
presents energy efficiency always below the one of the fully
digital transceiver. On the other hand, the proposed approach
for the fully connected architecture is more energy efficient
than the digital one, even for high power values. This is
because the solution to problem (P7) results in a hybrid
transceiver with spectral efficiency very close to the one of
the fully digital system.

For further insight, in Fig. 4 the spectral efficiency of the
proposed techniques is plotted for the examined power values
following the same experimental setup with the one in Fig. 3.
There, it is verified that the proposed technique for the fully
connected architecture achieves very close performance to the
fully digital one, and is significantly improved with respect
to the one in [17]. The proposed approach for the partially
connected architecture achieves also superior performance
compared to the one in [25]. Furthermore, observe that in
general the gap between the hybrid approaches performance
and the one of the fully digital solution is increasing with an
increase in power. This effect is more severe for the partially
connected architectures and thus, it explains why the energy
efficiency of the latter falls below the one of the fully digital
and the fully connected ones for relative high power values.
We close the discussion for Figs. 3-4 with the conclusion that
partially connected architectures are good when the system
may function (e.g. based on the requested rates that has to
accommodate) on low and mid power ranges while if needs
to be pushed to its limits, it is better to resort to fully connected
architectures.

The impact of the number of RF chains on the energy effi-
ciency is examined in Fig. 5. A 60×60 MIMO system is again
assumed and we plot the energy efficiency for Nt = Nr =
Ns = {2, 4, 6, 10, 12}. From the depicted results, the partially
connected architecture and the fully digital approach become
more energy efficient with the increase in the number of RF
chains/streams. The fully digital architecture consumes at any
case the maximum possible power in its electronic components
and thus, by transmitting more streams, the spectral efficiency
improvement results in a more energy efficient system. For
the partially connected solutions, the energy efficiency also
increases with the number of the employed RF chains. This is
the case, since in partially connected architectures, the number
of the employed phase shifters is independent of the number
of employed RF chains and thus each new RF chain adds only
the power costs for its operation, and moreover, it exhibits no
further losses that have to be compensated. Contrariwise, in
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Fig. 4: Energy Efficiency of the different approaches vs
Number of RF chains for Tx = Rx = 60.

the fully connected architectures, a new RF chain, requires Tx
phase shifters at the transmitter’s side and Rx phase shifters at
the receiver’s side. Thus, additional power must be consumed
for operating the new phase shifters. Moreover, the output of
the additional phase shifters is fed on the signal combiners
prior the power amplifiers (Fig. 1) and this leads to further
power losses (Sec. II). In a similar manner, corresponding
power losses are observed also on the receiver side due to
the additional signal splitting and combining requirements
imposed by the introduction of a new RF chain. The latter
facts explain the reduction on the energy efficiency of the fully
connected architectures that eventually becomes inferior to the
one of a fully digital transceiver for a much smaller increase in
the number of RF chains than the one required for the partial
architectures, as it is observed in Fig. 4. It is interesting that
the upper bounds in (70)-(71) are NFC

RF = 4 and NPC
RF = 37,

respectively, The bound that corresponds to the fully connected
architecture is very tight while the one that corresponds to the
partially connected is very loose. This is because, the former
achieves spectral efficiency close to the one of the fully-digital
transceiver while the latter has always lesser spectral efficiency
than the fully-digital one. Thus, usually the energy efficiency
drops below the one of the fully digital transceiver for fewer
RF chains than the number specified by the corresponding
bound for the partially connected architecture, as it is also
verified in Fig. 5. Note also that, the performance of the
proposed approaches is again better than the one of existing
literature techniques for all the examined number of RF chains,
since the former exhibit better spectral efficiency than the latter
under similar power requirements.

In Fig. 6 the impact of the antenna array size is examined
for Nt = Nr = Ns = 4. To that end we plot the energy
efficiency of the different techniques for systems equipped
with Tx = Rx = {40, 60, 80, 120} antennas. As it is evident,
an increase in the number of antennas results in losses on
the energy efficiency, since the operation of the additional
electronic equipment requires the consumption of more power.
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Fig. 5: Energy Efficiency of the different approaches vs
Number Antennas for Nt = Nr = Ns = 4.

The good news is that the proposed hybrid approaches remain
always more energy efficient than the fully digital one and
in fact as the number of antennas increases, the gap on the
performance increases. This is explained by the fact that, an
additional antenna at the fully digital transceiver requires the
operation of a new RF chain which requires more power than
the additional PAs and LNAs that the hybrid architectures
require in order to support a new antenna. Again, the proposed
techniques achieve better performance than the one of the
existing approaches.

Finally, in Fig. 7, the energy efficiency with respect the
number of RF chains is examined for OFDM systems. The
performance of the proposed techniques is depicted for Tx =
Rx = 60 and K = 64. Similar conclusions to the ones of
Fig. 4 can be derived. The performance of the fully digital
transceiver increases with the number of the available streams.
On the contrary, the energy efficiency of the fully connected
architecture deteriorates significantly with an increase in the
number of RF chains and falls bellow the one of the fully
digital when the number of employed RF chains is more
than four. The energy efficiency of the partially connected
architecture remains always above the one of the fully digital
transceiver, though it starts decreasing when the number of
RF chains is more than twelve. The energy efficiency of all
the techniques is in general worse compared to the single
carrier case as the same power budget is allocated across
K = 64 sub-carriers. Furthermore, the performances of the
hybrid approaches drops also faster for the OFDM case since
the common RF processing, applied to 64 sub-carriers is
derived via a joint optimization across them. Moreover, note
that the upper bounds on the number of the RF chains given in
(70)-(71) hold also for the OFDM case, since their extension is
quite straightforward. For comparison purposes, we plot in the
same figure the technique in [30] which is the extension of the
[17] to the fully connected architecture in the OFDM case. As
it is observed, the latter technique is less energy efficient, than
the proposed one for the fully connected architecture, due to
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codebook requirements, as it was also discussed for the single
carrier case.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper energy-efficient hybrid analog-digital
transceiver designs were considered for mmWave or
in general systems with large antenna arrays. A novel
algorithmic framework was built via which energy efficient
hybrid transceivers for fully connected and partially connected
architectures were developed. At first, the proposed solutions
were derived for single carrier systems and then they were
extended to multi-carrier ones that employ OFDM modulation.
The power consumption of the proposed transceiver was
also examined in detail and upper bounds on the number
of RF chains after which, a hybrid architecture always
becomes less energy efficient than a fully digital one, were
established. The energy efficiency of the proposed designs
was examined in detail via extensive simulations, where
several insights were shown regarding the performance of
the hybrid energy transceivers with respect to the number
of RF chains and the number of antennas. In more detail
the following conclusions were reached. The fully connected
hybrid architectures exhibit energy efficiency that drops
quickly below the one of a fully digital solution with an
increase in the number of employed RF chains/streams. On
the contrary, a partially connected architecture remains more
energy efficient than the fully digital solution for larger
number of employed RF chains. The number of RF chains
above which both of hybrid approaches are less energy
efficient than the fully digital solution in general increases
with an increase in the number of employed antennas at the
transceiver’s end. Furthermore, for low transmission power,
the partially connected architecture appears to be the most
energy efficient solution while as the transmission power
increases (e.g. higher data rate requirements), it is better
to resort to fully connected hybrid architectures. Future
works include the study of the alternative approaches for

reducing the transceiver’s consumption (i.e. low resolution
ADCs/DACs, antenna selection) from an energy efficiency
point of view.
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